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RTU Hardware Design of SCADA Systems
Using FPGA
Hamid Reza Naji and Soroush Shirali
Abstract—The Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) are crucial elements in SCADA systems which are responsible for data
acquisition in substations, and accomplishment of central station commands. In this work we present a new hardware design for
an RTU that performs basic functions of the RTU. This design is made by FPGA and offers high speed of operation and ample
variety of configurations and high reliability.
Keywords—RTU, SCADA, FPGA

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
nal modem via RS232 port. AI(Analog Input) and
DI(Digital Input) modules monitor analog and digital
quantities in substation and report changes in these values and deliver new values to CI(communication interface) module simultaneously. CI module incorporates
new values with the date and time of variation as a provide data packet and will save it in its memory. When
SCADA requests data from RTU, CI module sends these
packets serially via RS232 port and through modem to
Station. Receiving commands via RS232 port and decoding them is the other crucial duty of CI module.
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Figure 1. block diagram of RTU
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RTUs are the brains of SCADA systems [10,11]. They are
responsible for acquisition data in substations and sending them to SCADA also they execute commands of
SCADA system [12,13]. Figure1 shows the block diagram
of one RTU which we have synthesized on FPGA. This
FPGA based RTU with four principle modules performs
basic functionality of RTU and communicates with exter-
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2. DESIGN OF SYSTEM

Status inputs

In automation of power systems having real time characteristic and high reliability are required [1,2,6]. So RTUs
as significant elements of SCADA systems in power applications should be improved in real time characteristics
and reliability[3,4,5].
In this paper we tried to embed all digital aspects of
the RTU in one FPGA and produce a RTU as an embedded system. Our approach to design such a system is to
avoid using of any processor, and having redound having
an RTU with parallel hardware structure which can executes all tasks with the same priority at the same time. It
is obvious that such parallel structure will improve RTU
real time characteristics as we call it non delay RTU. Non
delay RTU will be suitable for applying in closed loop
control systems.
The capability of having parallel modules on FPGA to
make functionality of RTU instead of using several separate devices offers reliability advantage, because communication between devices may be affected by noise of environment which has high amplitude in power systems.
In some cases because of shortage in I/O ports, two or
even more RTUs have to be used to communicate with
SCADA from one station [7,8,9]. Therefore reconfigurability of FPGA based RTU offers this capability to increase
I/O ports whenever it’s necessary.
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For instance when CI module recognizes received command as exerting commands to digital status outputs of
RTU , CI module delivers decoded command to DO
module and DO exert it to its outputs. It must be notified
that all defined modules work simultaneously without
any interruption and as will see in description of each
module's architecture, processes in modules execute simultaneously as well.
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5. COMMUNICATION INTERFACE MODULE
As shown in figure 3 this module is composed of parallel
components which work simultaneously. These components are serial receiver, decoder, Inner-timer, DTL (Data
and Time logger) and coding and transmitter component.
We will describe the structure of each component in the
following sections.
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Input signals to this module are divided into two categories, status signals and pulse signals. Status signals stand
for state quantities which describe status of relays and
other devices. Pulse signal indicates a quantity with its
frequency. For example a power meter in a substation
may modulate power consumption value on its output
pulse. All signals will enter to FPGA modules without
any peripheral circuit.
Figure2 shows structure of DI module. As shown in
figure2 there is the same register and comparator components that had been described in section 3, to monitor
values in this module. Status signals connected to register
and comparator component directly while pulse signal
first enters to a component nominated as Pulse-counter.
Pulse-counter counts pulses in specific time period and
infer a binary value, and delivers this value on its output
to register and comparator input.
In both DI and AI modules, we can generate adequate
inputs. Also it is possible to reconfigure FPGA in order to
increase inputs of DI and AI, or synthesis more than one
of these modules whenever needed.

Figure 2. Architecture of Digital Input module
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Analog quantities must first be converted into suitable
range by appropriate transducers and then be converted
to binary values by ADCs. AI module always monitors
these binary values on FPGA inputs and when there is
any change in these values, AI sends a pulse to communication interface module and also delivers new values
through the bus to this module.
The architecture of AI module is simple and effective.
It consists of a register and a comparator. The combinational comparator always compares register's inputs with
its outputs and if there is any difference it makes a pulse
by a flip flop at its output. Thus right at the moment that
register loads new values on its outputs, a pulse will be
generated to inform the CI module to pick up the output
of register and AI module as new value.
As discussed, AI module monitors inputs at each clock
pulse rising edge and there is not any interruption in this.
Therefore if we choose FPGA's clock as 100MHZ, analog
quantities would be monitored each 10 ns.
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3. ANALOG INPUT MODULE

Figure 3. Architecture of Communication Interface Module

5.1 Serial receiver component
This component could be nominated as physical layer
interface between modem and RTU. it receives data bits
serially from modem and delivers data bytes to decoder
component. Its architecture is similar to UART core in
microcontrollers.
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5.2 Decoder component
Usual protocol in SCADA systems is DNP3(Distributed
Network Protocol Version3) so in this work we designed
a decoder for RTU to decode DNP3 and recognize command types.
Station sends to RTU three types of command in DNP3
format. These types are: setting clock , exert output commands and request for registered data.
As it is shown in figure 3, decoder gets data bytes from
serial receiver component and when it recognizes type of
received command then it sends a pulse to relative component to inform it and simultaneously delivers appended information on private bus to that component.

For instance whenever a command arrives from station,
decoder sends a pulse to inner-timer component and synchronizes itself with rising edge of pulse and it delivers
equivalent binary value of accurate data and date which
is appended to the command.
Architecture of decoder has shown in figure 4. After
receiving 2 Sync bytes of frame header bytes, decoding
process would begin. At first eight bytes of header will be
loaded and surveyed by header analyzer unit. These 8
bytes include bytes which indicate length of frame, destination address and source address.

Figure 4. Architecture of decoder

If destination and source addresses were correct, then the
same number of bytes as frame length shows would shift
into a 282 byte shift register.
Comparing to the length of frame, when byte counter
unit detects arrival of the last byte, if there was no problem in CRCs, 249 bytes of segment in respect to its header
(250th byte) in transport protocol layer will transfer to a
fragment buffer with 2048 bytes size via demultiplexer.
As it is described before, at the same time with receiving
last byte of each frame, all stages of decoding operation
from data link layer to application layer will proceed.
Header byte of each segment in transport layer has a
bit as FIN bit which determines if that segment is the first
one in fragment sequences or not. This bit will be checked
in the decoder in order to specify that 2048 bytes of a
fragment has accomplished and then fragment will be
analyzed using database and proper decisions will take

place. As we said this decoder has designed in such way
that in the same time with receiving data, data will be
decoded and command with its appended information
will be delivered to other components without delay. In
addition because separate hardware is assigned to decoding task, it will not interrupt other tasks in RTU.

5.3 INNER-TIMER COMPONENT
This component always delivers accurate time and date
on its outputs to DTL. Architecture of this component
depicted in figure5. In its architecture an accurate frequency divider is used to produce clock pulse with real
second intervals from RTU clock pulse. Another aspect of
this component is, it is composed of several counters
which count second pulses and hold time and date.
As saw in section 5.2 setting time and date settings for
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this component will be done by station commands. Innertimer component loads all binary data and date values
into its outputs at a single moment in parallel. So there is
no interruption in its ordinary operation, hence there will
be no tribulation in its time accuracy. Hardware design of
RTU makes it possible to have buses large enough to deliver parallel data between components and modules.
Obviously this property speeds up the RTU operation.
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component would code and send this packet in DNP3
format, otherwise if DTL notify completion of packets, CT
would send a proper message to declare accomplishment.
Also when DO module reports a feedback to CT, it would
send decoded corresponding message.
Coding function in CT is performed inversely of whatever explained in section 5.2 about decoding. After coding messages in CT is accomplished, it would shift frames
serially on Tx line to modem and adding stop and start
bits between each 8 bits.
We consider that all CI module components and their
parts work in parallel and independently. In Figure 6 a
part of RTU simulation is shown as an instance. In this
figure RXD, SDATA and Path are serial receiver pins,
serial transmitter pin and a bus for selecting path. As we
see in Figure6 , after RTU receives command to select a
path , it selects the path immediately. Then while RTU
receives other commands from station it begins to send
the report of selecting that path simultaneously.

Set_clock
Accurate_Time_and_Date

Figure 5. Architecture of Inner-Timer Module

Figure 6. Part of Simulation Result

5.4 Data and Date Logger component
As explained in section 2, AI and DI modules report their
input variations to CI module. These varied data with
their time and date of occurrence are saved in data packets. Actually the Data and Time Logger (DTL) component
is responsible for this data saving. This component permanently gets the accurate date and time from innertimer. When the AI and DI modules deliver their data on
a rise-time of a pulse which indicates the variation, DTL
component latches these data with accurate time and date
and saves it in a packet form.
The backbone of DTL architecture is an 88×2048 RAM
which is made by FPGA RAM.
When the request of receiving data is sent to RTU, decoder component informs the DTL by activating a digital
pin. Then in order to deliver it to coding and transmitting
component DTL starts to read packets from RAM in suitable time intervals. Time interval attains by a timer and it
is correspond to a period of coding and transmitting a
packet via coding and transmitter component. After all
packets have been sent to station, by activating a digital
pin, DTL notifies coding and transmitter component to
declare completion of operation to station by proper message.

5.5 coding and transmitter component
As demonstrated in figure3 coding and transmitter
component (CT) has two packets of inputs from DTL
component and DO module. Meanwhile appealing data
from station, if DTL component deliver a new packet, CT

6. DIGITAL OUTPUT MODULE
As explained before, RTU receives commands from station to turn instruments on or off in substation. RTU implements these commands with Select Before Operate
(SBO) method. SBO provides more security. In this method, at first station sends a command to RTU to select a
path of a specific instrument. RTU selects that path then
reports to station that path has selected done successfully.
Station verifies RTU report and if it is a right path, station
would sends to RTU an order to on or off the instrument
on that path.
DO module of RTU is responsible to execute station
commands in SBO method. In section 5.2 we described
that Decoder delivers Decoded command in rising edge
of a pulse to notify arrival of output related to DO module. In figure7 architecture of DO module is shown. As
we can see in figure 6 a combinational circuit as a decoder
exerts decoded commands to DO outputs. DO has three
categories of outputs. These outputs are path, trip and
close which are used to select path, off and on instruments on a path.
Similar to the structure we have seen in section 3 (Register and Comparator) exists in this module. Here inputs
to Register and Comparator are conditions of relays
which are bonded to output path. In this way Register
and Comparator would report selecting a new path directly to CT component in CI Module to be transformed
to a proper message and transmitted to station immediately.
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Figure 7. Architecture of Digital Output Module

At last we mention again the simple architecture of this
module makes it possible and easy to reconfigure FPGA
in order to increase RTU outputs whenever needed.

7. IMPLEMENTATION ON FPGA AND RESULTS
The hardware validation performed using Xilinx's Spartan ІІІ FPGA with 200000 logic gate. Implementation of
RTU consumed %51 of the FPGA consists of 997 slices,
1633 LUTs and 11 blocks of RAM. Statistics shows ample
possibility to reconfigure and develop established RTU in
number of inputs and outputs when it is needed.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

We obtained a hardware design for a basic RTU that all
aspects work parallel and don't interrupt each other. This
RTU can monitor its inputs with highest possible rate and
be a reliable and accurate data acquisitive. On the other
hand such a structure in RTU causes the processes based
on orders received from station, executing them and
transmitting reports to station all independently and at
least possible time. So this RTU will not make any delay
in SCADA systems. Also simple structure of this RTU
especially in input and output modules enables use of
reconfigurability to develop its hardware to satisfy our
requirements. It is obvious that this RTU as an embedded
system is more reliable than RTUs composed of several
microprocessors.
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